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information preferably comprises a sentence of human
speech having at least ten words, and the translation is a
written expression of the sentence. All of the steps of trans
mitting the item of information, executing the program code,
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capabilities for different accents and languages, and perhaps
even language translation capabilities. Still further, it is
impractical to install Voice recognition in all the myriad types
of devices that may advantageously utilize Voice recognition.
For example, voice recognition may be useful in VCR and CD
players, kitchen and otherhousehold appliances such as toast
ers and washing machines, automobiles and so forth.

METHODS FORTRANSLATING ADEVICE
COMMAND
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The field of the invention is remote computing.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

As processing speeds continue to improve and data storage
becomes ever less expensive, many Sophisticated applica
tions that were previously only available on mainframe or
desktop computers have been ported to laptop computers and
other portable electronic equipment. Many applications have
even been ported to hand held electronic devices as well,
including hand held computers, digital telephones, personal
digital assistants (PDAs), and so forth. For example, personal
databases with limited search capabilities are now included in
cellular phones, and word processing can now be performed

Thus, while it has been known to translate information in a
10
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first sense modality and language into a second sense modal
ity and language on a single local computer, it has not been
appreciated to perform the translation in a “remote comput
ing manner, thereby concentrating the computing power in a
cost effective manner. Consequently, there is a need to pro
vide Voice recognition capabilities, and especially speech
recognition capabilities, to myriad electronic devices without
actually installing all of the required hardware and software in
all Such devices.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

in PDAs.
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There are, however, several applications that are presently
difficult or impossible to realize on hand-held electronic
devices, and are only poorly realized even on larger systems
Such as desktop computers. Due to the large Volumes of data
involved, and the need to process at very high speeds, a
particularly difficult application is voice recognition. Some
attempts have been made in that direction, but all of them
Suffer from one or more disadvantages.
At the low end, limited word or phrase recognition capa
bilities are sometimes provided in cell phones. Such systems
can usually recognize only a few words (e.g., the numerals
0-9, and specialized key words such as a person’s name, or the
commands “dial or “open file patentapp.doc'). Such sys
tems are particularly advantageous where only rudimentary
recognition capabilities are needed, or where only very lim
ited data storage capability or computing power is available.
However, an obvious shortcoming of the word or phrase
recognition systems is that the usability is limited to a small,
preprogrammed Vocabulary, and at most a few custom words.
Moreover, word or phrase recognition systems often fail to
recognize personal speech pattern or accents.
At the higher end, speech recognition programs are cur
rently available for operation on laptop computers. As used
herein both “speech recognition' and “word or phrase recog
nition” are considered to be categories of Voice recognition.
“Speech recognition’, however, is limited to systems having
a vocabulary of at least 200 words, and where individual
words are interpreted in the context of surrounding words. For
example, speech recognition would correctly interpret
phrases such as “I have been to the beach' whereas a word or
phrase recognition system may substitute “bean” for “been”.
As with other computer Software application, most of the
development effort is being directed towards porting the more
Sophisticated speech recognition to Smaller and Smaller
devices. It may well be that within a decade the goal of true
speech recognition will be available on even hand-held elec

The present invention provides systems and methods in
which an item of information is transmitted to a distal com

puter, translated to a different sense modality and/or lan
guage, and in Substantially real time, and the translation is
25
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The device sending the item is preferably a wireless device,
and more preferably a cellular or other telephone. The device
receiving the translation is also preferably a wireless device,
and more preferably a cellular or other telephone, and may
advantageously be the same device as the sending device. The
item of information preferably comprises a sentence of
human speech having at least ten words, and the translation is
a written expression of the sentence. All of the steps of trans
mitting the item of information, executing the program code,
and transmitting the translated information preferably occurs
in less than 60 seconds of elapsed time, and more preferably
less than 30 seconds.
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Various objects, features, aspects and advantages of the
present invention will become more apparent from the fol
lowing detailed description of preferred embodiments of the
invention, along with the accompanying drawing.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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FIG. 1 is an exemplary schematic of a method of changing
the sense modality of an information according to the inven
tive subject matter.
FIG. 2 is an exemplary embodiment of a method of chang
ing the sense modality of an information according to the
inventive subject matter.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

55

tronic devices.

What is not presently appreciated, however, is that porting
of sophisticated software to portable electronic devices may
not be desirable. Cell phones, for example, need only rela
tively rudimentary electronics to Support the required com
munications, and placing Sophisticated storage and process
ing in cell phones may be a waste of money. Moreover, no
matter how sophisticated the software and hardware becomes
in hand held and other portable devices, there will always be
a perceived need for additional capabilities. Larger or spe
cialized vocabularies may be desired, as well as recognition

transmitted back to the location from which the item was sent.

60

As used herein, the term “sense modality” refers to the
manner in which information is perceived by a human being.
There are five sense modalities comprising sight, Sound, taste,
smell, and touch. Obviously, different aspects of information
may be expressed in multiple sense modalities at the same
time. A conversation between two people, for example, may
be perceived as both sound (spoken language) and sight (hand
gestures). Similarly, music can be perceived as both Sound
(auditorily perceived vibration) and touch (tactually per
ceived vibration).
Information in each of the five sense modalities can be

65

expressed in numerous languages, with the term “language'
being interpreted very broadly. Information expressed in the
sight modality, for example, can be expressed in various text

f
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languages as well as various graphics languages. Exemplary
text languages include the various character sets of human
languages (Roman, Cyrillic, Chinese, etc), as well as com
puter languages (ASCII, HTTP, XML, Basic, Cobol, Pascal,
C++, etc). Graphics "languages include moving images, still
images, painting, and so forth.
Even within a given language there are different styles,
which are also referred to herein from time to time as styles.
Character fonts (Arial, Courier, Gothic, Lucida, Times New
Roman, various forms of handwriting, etc) comprise one type
of style, and various sizings and spacings of characters com
prise other styles. With respect to graphics there are styles
here as well. Moving images, for example, can be styled as
VCR or Beta video, or DVD. Similarly, still images can be
styled as hard copy photographs, TIF, GIF, and other com
puter files.
The sense modality of sound is also deemed herein to
include several languages, including the various spoken and
written human languages, various languages of music (in
cluding, for example, classical music, rock music, punk
music, and jazz), animal Sounds, industrial Sounds, transpor
tation sounds, and electronic sounds such as beeps. Still other
languages are contemplated as well, each of which may have
several different styles. With the language of classical music,
for example, some of the possible styles include baroque,

4
changed between digital and analog, the information is still
considered to maintain the same language and style.
There are many circumstances in which it is known to
translate information between sense modalities, and between
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modem, and so forth.

Technically, the sense modality of taste only includes four
possible sensations, Sweet, Sour, salty and bitter. In our lexi
con these would comprise the different languages of taste,
with variations within each sensation comprising the different
styles.
In our lexicon, the sense modality of smell includes the
“languages of florals, musks, foods, inorganics, etc.
In our lexicon, the sense modality of touch includes the
“languages of vibration, pressure, temperature, movement,

ation does not, however, involve wireless transmission,
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texture, etc.
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As can now be appreciated, the terms "sense modality.
“language', and 'style” are each used hereinina very specific
manner. Sense modalities are distinguished one from another
by the sense organ(s)primarily used to detect the information,
while languages are different means of expression within a
given sense modality. With a given sense modality and lan
guage, styles refer to variations in expressing information that
can be achieved without changing the language.
All of these are distinguishable from the “medium', which
is employed herein to mean the physical device upon which
an item of information resides. A photographic image, for
example, may reside on a piece of photographic paper, in
which case the medium is the paper. The same image may also
reside on computer disk, in which the medium is the disk. The
image can also be transmitted via modem, in which case the
medium may be a copper wire.
This is an important distinction because a change in
medium does not necessarily mean a change in sense modal
ity or style. For example, when a person talks on a portable
telephone, the relevant item of information may be a spoken
sentence. The sense modality would be sound, and the lan
guage may be that of English. The style may be very fast,
slurred speech. The telephone translates the Sounds into an
analog or digital language for transmission through the
medium of air, with the particular style depending upon the
specific protocols of the service provider. Throughout the
entire process, however, the sense modality is still considered
to be sound because that is how a human being would per
ceive the information once it was converted back into an

languages of the same or different sense modalities. For
example, the jazz can be translated between written notes
(sight modality, and possibly Western music transcription as
the language) and notes played on an instrument (Sound
modality, with jazz, as the language). Similarly, spoken
English (Sound modality, English language) can be translated
between spoken German (Sound modality, German lan
guage). Humans are quite adept at performing Such transla
tions internally, and as discussed above, computers are begin
ning to achieve a useful translation capability as well.
In all known instances of which the present inventor has
knowledge, however, the information is never wirelessly
transmitted to a distant computer for translation, translated at
the distant computer (at least 20 kilometers away), wirelessly
returned to the location from which it was sent (“locally”.
“local’, and “location all being defined as within a radius of
100 meters), and then expressed locally to the source, all in
substantially real time (less than three minutes from initial
transmission of the information to expression of the trans
lated information). Examples follow:
In laboratories that develop voice recognition software, it is
presumably known to utilize a central computer for
development work, and to access that computer using
workstations wired into the central computer. That situ
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and the translating computer is not distal.
A user loads voice recognition Software on a desktop or
laptop computer, telephones the computer to record a
message, and then accesses that information from a dis
tant computer. In that situation the operation does not
occur in substantially real time. The user most likely
records several minutes of speech using his telephone,
and then downloads a text file translated from the speech
using a laptop or other computer.
One person transmits an e-mail to a recipient, and the
recipient causes a computer to “read the e-mail to him
over the telephone. In that situation the total duration
between transmitting of the e-mail and hearing it spoken
is most likely not less than 60 seconds, and the message
is most likely not heard locally to the place from which
the e-mail was originally sent.
A user employs a distal central computer for computational
purposes. The user enters the equation X-156x2, asks
the computer for the answer, and the computer immedi
ately transmits back the answer. That situation falls out
side the present invention because the distal computer
evaluated the expression rather than translate what was
sent to it. If the computer had returned the spoken words
“x equals one hundred fifty six times two, then the
computer would have returned a translation.
A user has a cellphone that is connected to a music web site
on the Internet. The user speaks the words “Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony”, and the web site transmits a portion of
the symphony over the phone. This situation also falls
outside the present invention because the distal com
puter evaluated the words rather than translated them. If
the computer had returned the text “Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony”, then the computer would have returned a
translation.

65

analog formata frequency that the human being could under
stand. Similarly, even though the information may be inter

A user employs his cellphone to secure a dictionary defi
nition. He speaks a particular word, the cellphone trans
mits the spoken word to a distal computer, and the distal
computer returns the definition. This situation also falls
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